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amasoft's image processing and computer vision for scientists is a collection of computer programs for analyzing and manipulating images. they can be
used for research, education and administrative purposes. this license is limited to current faculty and staff. licenses must be returned when you leave ohio

state. this software may be used on personal machines in support of instruction. researchers are not eligible unless their primary mission is the direct
teaching of students. it is a graphics application for working with multidimensional data. the software is primarily used in the study of molecular and cell
biology. this license is limited to current faculty and staff. licenses must be returned when you leave ohio state. this software may be used on personal
machines in support of instruction. researchers are not eligible unless their primary mission is the direct teaching of students. sigmaplot is specifically
designed to aid in documenting and publishing research, specializing in the graphical presentation of data. it may be used for research, education and

administrative purposes. this is a right-to-use license that must be returned when you leave ohio state. sigmaplot is purchased by subscription in november
of each year. surveymonkey is a free, easy-to-use online survey tool for small and large businesses and organizations. this license is maintained by the office
of institutional research at the osu college of dentistry. compass data lab software is a free software for scientists and engineers who want to use their data

for scientific and engineering research. this license is maintained by the office of institutional research at the osu college of dentistry.
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the license also includes algebraic symbolic computation (asic) for r
(recent science). it provides an algebraic, symbolic, and vectorized

computational environment for exploratory, interactive and numeric data
analysis, visualization, and modeling with r. it is being used by several

departments and projects at the college of engineering at the time of this
report. the license code must be renewed on an annual basis. the it service

desk will provide license codes. software must be returned to ocio or left
with your department when you leave ohio state. algebraic symbolic
computation for matlab (asic-m) is a package for computation and

visualization of algebraic, symbolic and numeric data using matlab, widely
used in scientific, engineering, and financial research. the license is
maintained by the math and computer science division. the student

version, asic-matlab for students, is available through ocio for student use,
but must be returned when the student leaves ohio state. matlab is a
product of mathworks, inc. it is a high-level language and interactive

environment for technical computing and visualization. it runs on several
different platforms, and its syntax is designed to be portable across

platforms. the license must be renewed annually. the it service desk will
provide the license code. students or faculty/staff who wish to use matlab
must register their license with their college. please return to the it service

desk when your license expires. the university of minnesota's academic
technology center (atc) uses autodesk products to deliver instruction on

the university's campus. the atc is responsible for maintaining and
repairing any autodesk software, hardware, or peripherals used in the
classroom. users of autodesk software should submit a request for atc
support to atc-support at: atcsupport@umn.edu. if you want to install

autodesk software on your own computer, please consult the autodesk
license agreement. 5ec8ef588b
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